Technical Information

360-100
Glasurit® PRO Active Wipes

Application:
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Glasurit® PRO Active Wipes are intended for use on cleaned bare metal surfaces such as steel, galvanized
steel and aluminum.

Properties:

Thanks to their chemical reaction in contact with metal surfaces, Glasurit® PRO Active Wipes increase the
corrosion resistance and adhesion of the paint system to be applied.

Remarks:

•
•
•

Paint system

Recoatable with all Glasurit® undercoat materials, except polyester body filler and waterborne
products (176-72).
Do not overcoat directly with basecoat or topcoat.
If you want to reuse used wipes during the same working day, store them in a container or in a
resealable plastic bag. This will protect the wipes from drying out. Do not return used wipes to the
original packaging.
Observe process-related regulations. Use on cleaned bare metal surfaces only.
Spreading rate:

per cloth max. 3m2

Carefully seal container

Close the container immediately after removing a PRO Active Wipe to protect the other wipes
from drying out.

Cleaning

700-10, 700-1 (see relevant refinishing system)

Application

Evenly wet the entire bare metal surface with 360-100.
(Wipe with overlapping single cross coats).
The surface must stay moist for at least 1 minute. This is imperative for the chemical reaction to
complete and form a passivation layer.

Flash-off at 20°C

Matt surface
Max. 8 h
Can be overcoated with all Glasurit® undercoat materials, see technical data sheet or refinishing
system

Safety advice:
The products are suitable for professional use only.
It cannot be ruled out that this product contains particles < 0.1 µm.
2004/42/IIB(c III)(780)8: The EU limit value for this product ( product category: IIB.c III ) in ready to use form is max 780 g/litre of VOC. The VOC content
of this product is 8 g/litres.
The data contained in this publication are based on our current knowledge and experience. In view of the many factors that may affect processing and application
of our products, these data do not relieve processors from carrying out their own investigations and tests; neither do these data imply any guarantee of certain
properties, nor the suitability of the products for a specific purpose. Any descriptions, drawings, photographs, data, proportions, weights etc. given herein are
for general information purpose only; they may change without prior information and do not constitute the agreed contractual quality of the products (product
specification). The latest version supersedes all previous versions. You can obtain the latest version from our website at http://techinfo.glasurit.com or directly from
your sales partner. It is the responsibility of the recipient of our products to ensure that any proprietary rights and existing laws and legislation are observed.
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